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~VAGE I2IGIDITY AND CAPITAL MOBILITY 1N AN OPTIMIZING
[`10DLL OF A SMALL OPEN ECONOMY"

IiY

I II. VAN [)l: KI.UNDLRT ANL) F. VAN DI:R PLOEG'

I INl ROI)UCïION

Exchangc-rate ovcrshooting modcls of small open economies with highly in-
tebrated financial markets, based on Dornbusch (1976), have become very
horular in both the theoretical and empirical literature. For example, Buiter
and Miller (1982) use them to discuss monetary disinflation and the Medium
Tenn Financial Strategy of the Thatcher experiment. The models typically
assume notninal wage rigidity, which is not too unreasonable for the U.S. For
the Europcan economies real wage rigidity may be more relevant (e.g., Branson
.~~i:,' oOtcmbcrg (1983)). Rea: wage rlgidity can rPVPrse the effectiVPr?eSS nf
fiscal and monetary policy (e.g., Casas (1975); Argy and Salop (1977); Sachs
(1980)). In particular, under real wage rigidity monetary policy has no real ef-
fccts and a fiscal cxpansion leads to an appreciation of the real exchange rate,
reduces tlie wedge between the producers' wage and the consumers' wage and
tlius incrcases output and employment. Real wage rigidity also gives a more in-
teresting role to supply-side policies. Another important aspect of most of
tlicse models is that they assume uncovered interest parity, which is not a good
empirical approximation. Some authors do allow for imperfect capital mobili-
ty in overshooting models (e.g., Frenkel and Rodriquez (1982)) and find that
tlie exchange rate may undershoot for low degrees of capital mobility. These
cxtensions of tlie basic overshooting model are based on the flow approach to
tlie balance of payments and are not based on a portfolio model of interna-
tional asset holdings. Furthermore, they do not allow for current-account and
wealth dynamics (along the lines of Dornbusch and Fischer (1980)).

Another problcm with this literature is that the models are ad hoc and are not
based on satisfactory micro foundations. This means that they suffer from the
Lucas (197G) critique of econometric policy evaluation and that the welfare
gains or losses, based on gross consumers' surplus, of policies such as monetary

' CentER for Economic Research, Tilburg University, 5000 LE Tilburg, The Netherlands.
" We thank Gcrard Staarink for implementing the multipte shooting algorithm used in section
4 and we thank Professors M. Pase and J. Pen for their constructive comments on a previous ver-
sion of this paper. Tlie paper is a shortened version of discussion paper No. 16g of the Centre for
Econumic I'olicy Rcscarch, London.
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disinflation cannot be obtained. Also, it is difficult to analyse fiscal and
monctary policy mixes within these ad hoc (linear) models as tlre intcrtcmporal
budget constraints for the government and private sector have not becn
carefully specified.

Tlie objective of this paper is to formula[e an optimizing modcl of a small
open economy, which extends Turnovsky (1985) to allow for imperfect sub-
stitutability bctwcen home and foreign asscts and to allow for uncmploymcnt
caused by nominal or real wage rigidity, and use it to discuss the effects of
monetary disinflation, fiscal contraction and an increase in the world interest
rate. It also gives a micro foundation of Mundell-Fleming models and extends
these models to allow for the intemporal govcrnment budget constraint and
current account dynamics. Section 2 presents lhe basic version of the model,
which assumes purchasing power parity and discusses its steady-state and tran-
sient properties. It is thus based on Turnovsky (1985) and incorporates a stock
approach to the balance of payments. The asset menu consists of home curren-
cy, traded bonds and non-traded bonds. Section 3 extends the basic modcl to
allow for imperfect substitution between home and foreign goods. Section 4
uscs a'multiple shooting' algorithm to obtain numerical sirnulations of a
monetary disinftation, fiscal contraction and an increase in the world interest
rate under nominal wage rigidity, real wage rigidity or labour market
equilibrium and under purchasing power parity or imperfect substitution bc-
hvecn home and foreign goods. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 A Sh7ALL OPEN ECONOMY WITH PURCHASING POWER PARITY

2.1 Structure oJ the Economy under Full Employmen!
The economy consists of a representative household, a representative firm and
the government. Agents have perfect foresight, although the variant of
nominal wage rigidity presumes sluggish adjustment of the core inflation rate.
It is assumed that the economy is small, so that it can take the forcign interest
rate and foreign price level as given on the world markets. The asset menu con-
sists of domestic currency, non-traded bonds issued by the home government
and traded bonds issued abroad. Domestic agents do not hold forcign curren-
cy, so that there is no currency substitution. The government finances its public
sector borrowing requirement either by printing cash or by issuing non-traded
bonds. Households demand goods, traded bonds, non-traded bonds and
rnoncy and supply labour. Firms demand labour and supply goods. Firms do
not invest. Although the goods and all asset markets are assumcd to clcar in-
stantaneously, the labour market does not clear immediately either duc to
nominal wage rigidity or due to real wage rigidity. Households are therefore ra-
tioncd in thcir supply of labour. The notional supply of labour is assumcd to
be inelastic. The full-employment version of the present model with purchasing
powcr parity and an clastic supply of labour is discussed in Turnovsky (1985).
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Thc houschold rnaximizcs discountcd utility,

(`1ax I me `sr [u(r, l, 8) f v(n!)] dl, u,., ug 10, u~ c 0, v" c 0, (2. I)
,,,,~. i,, r, ~

subjcct to a ccrtainty-cquivalcnt version of the household's intcrtemporal
budgct constraint,

~iifáfb-(r-p)af(r'-pfe)btwlfz-c-r-pm-(}abZ), (2.2)

and the initial conditions, m(0) - Mp~P(0), a(0) - Ao~P(0) and b(0) -
L'(0)l3,'~P(0) whcrc:

c - rcal consumption (C~P); C- nominal consumption,
g - rcal govcrnmcnt spending,
r - real lump-sum taxcs,
nr - rcal money balances (M~P); M- nominal money balances,
a - real stock of non-traded bonds (AIP); A - nominal stock of non-traded

bonds,
b - rcal stock of traded bonds (EB'~P),
L~' -!~o!nina! ctock of traded bonds denominated in foreign currency,
I - labour; 1 - ! - Icisure,
sv - real wage rate ( 6V~P), W- nominal wage rate,
~ - rcal profits,
r - homc nominal interest rate,
r' - forcign nominal interest rate,
p - home inflation rate (P~P); P- home price level,
pt - foreign inflation rate (P'IP'); P' - foreign price level,
c~ - anticipated ( and actual) rate of exchange depreciation (É~E),
E - nominal exchange rate,
rS - home rate of time preference.

For completeness the other symbols used later in the paper are

E~ - marginal utility of wcalth,
u„ - natural rate of unemployment,
!9 - growth in the nominal money supply,
n- core or trend rate of inflation,
tir~ - dcsired long-run target for the real wage,
y - rcal liquidity (m~w),
p` - consumers' price index (CPI),
c~ - consumption deflated by the CPl (cP~P`),
ni' - nominal money de(lated by the CPI (M~P~,
c-,~ - liouscliold's consumption of home goods.
c,,, - houschold's consumption of foreign goods (imports),
,~ - rcal exchange rate or terms of trade (P'E~P),
r,~ - rcal consumption wagc (wP~P`),
(3 - share of labour in output.
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The utility function is separable in real money balances and concavc in c, l,
g and nr. Thc houschold's budget constraint says that disposablc incomc, that
is, profit and labour income plus interest income on traded and non-tradcd
bonds minus lump-sum and inflation taxes, minus consumption cquals rcal
savings. Thesc real savings are invested in cash, traded bonds and non-tradcd
bonds. The certainty-equivalent version of the household's budget constraint
also includes a risk premium, }abZ where a depends on the degree of risk avcr-
sion and the variance of exchange risk. This avoids a full stochastic specifica-
tion. Tlie supply of labour is assumed to be inelastic and is typically rationed
by the demand for labour (see section 2.2). It is assumed that the houschold's
decision problem has an interior solution, which is ensured when lim~ ti c u,. -
lim,,, yov' - oo. The first-order conditions follow from aH~3c - 0, aH~am -
aH~aa - aH~ab - bN -~, where H- u(c,l,g) t v(m) f u[(r - p)a t(r' - p-
f e)b f wl t Z- c- r- pm -}abZ) denotes the Hamiltonian and p denotes
the shadow price of household's wealth. It follows that the marginal utility of
consumption equals the marginal utility of wealth, u~ - p, that the marginal
rate of substitution between consumption and real money balances equals the
nominal interest rate, v'(m)~u~ - r, that the holdings of traded bonds are given
by

6-(r'fe-r)~a (2.3)

and that the marginal utility of wealth satisfies

N-[b -(r - p)l p, lim e-ó'u([)i(t) - 0, i- m, a, b. (2.4)
ry~

The first two conditions give rise to the consumption funetion,

c-c(N.hB),c„-u~~rc0.c;--u~,u~-~~,i-1,8. (2.5)

and the demand-for-money function,

nt - nt(r~), nt' - 1 Iv' C 0. (2.6)

Lyuation (2.3) shows that holdings of traded bonds increase whcn thc differcn-
tial bctwccn the expcctcd return on foreign assets and the return on home assets
increases. The limiting case of risk neutrality, a- 0, corresponds to perfcct
capital mobility and yields the uncovered interest parity condition, r- r' t e.
An infinitc risk prcmium on foreign assets, a-~ ~, leads to zcro capital mobili-
ty, b~ 0. This simple portfolio specification seems more satisfactory than an
approach based on capital flows (e.g., Frenkel and Rodriquez (1982)) and has
bcen postulated beforc (Driskill and McCafferty (1980); Turnovsky and 13han-
dari (1982)). Equation (2.4) shows that, whcn the ratc of tirnc prefcrcncc cx-
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cccds the real interest rate, then ce~eris paribus the marginal utility uf wealth
incrcascs ancl consuniption falls ovcr thc lifc cyclc. r'or cxamplc, whcn utility
is logarithmic, it follows that c~c -(r - p) - b and consumption is lincar in
~~calth, that is, c~ rnr - ó(nr f a f b~ h) wherc h(t) - fm (y - r)cxp
(- J; (r -!r)cl~~cls dcfincs human wcalth. In gcncral, utility nccd nol tu bc
scparablc in r and K. Por cxamplc, if u,R c 0, an incrcasc in public spcnding
mcans that, fur a givcn marginal utility of wcalth, privatc consumption falls,
which is an cxamlilc of dircct crowding ouL Similarly, if u,.r ) 0, an incrcasc in
cmtiloymcnt Icads to an incrcasc in privatc consumption, cr ~ 0. Evcn if u(. ) is
wcakly scparablc and lhcrcfore u~; - 0, i- l, g, it is possiblc that 1 and g havc
clirect effects on economic welfare.

Thc firm maximires profits, z-f(I) - wl whcre f(I) is a ncoclassical pro-
cluction function, so that f(1) - w and the demand for labour is given by

l-1(w), I'- I~f'c0. (2.7)

Labour markct equilibrium (LME) gives

1 - 1 - rr„ (2.8)

whcrc u„ dcnotes the natural rate of unemployment. Money market
cyuilibrium gives

rir - nr(t9 - p) (2.9)

wliere t9 - MIM dcnotes lhe exogenous growth in the nominal supply of
moncy. There is no commercial banking system. Goods market equilibrium
givcs

fi - f(1) - c- g f(r' - p t e)b, (2.10)
so that tlie current account of the balance of payments equals the balance of
tradc, i.e. the excess of home production over home absorption, plus real in-
tcrest payments on holdings of foreign debt. Upon integration of (2.10), one
obtains the cconomy's intertemporal budget constraint:

b(! )- f m[c f 8- f(1)1 exP(- L s(r' - P f e)ds~ds
I~ Jr

f lim [b(s)exp(-JS(r'-Pfe)~1- (2-10~s~m ~
The economy cannot run up an indefinite debt or credit abroad, so the second
tcnn in (2.10~ must be zero. Thus today's debt is thc discounted stream of the
cxccss of domcstic production ovcr future domcstic absorption. Thc govcrn-
mcnt's budgct constraint is givcn by
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á- 8 f(r - p)a - r- t9m, a(0) - nr(0)Ao~Mo, (2.1 1)

so that government spending plus interest payments on the domestic dcbt
minus lump-sum taxes and seignorage revenues has to be financed by issuing
bonds. Alternatively, the current stock of government debt plus the discounted
stream of future government spending has to be paid off by the discountcd
strcam of future taxes and seignorage revenues. Finally, relative purchasing
powcr parity (PPP) yields

p - P' t e. (2.12)

Since the household's budget constraint can be derived from ttie goods market
equilibrium condition and the government's budget constraint, the model can
be summarized by equations (2.3)-(2.12). It is assumed that the government
maintains a constant stock of real bonds, a- á, by adjusting lump-sum taxes
to balance its budget, r- g t(r - p)á - t9m. This assumption avoids the pro-
blem of an ever-diverging interest-bearing government debt. The alternative of
exogenous T and endogenous a typically requires feedback policy rules for g, T
or t9 to stabilize the government debt (e.g. Buiter, 1986). Both these assump-
tions imply that the ini[ial jumps in a and m satisfy a(0) - m(0)Ao~Mo.
Another assumption is that the government can engage in an initial open
market operation to ensure that the economy does not run up an infinite dcbt,
which means that both a(0) and m(0) are free to jump. Note that, as dcbt
neutrality holds, equation (2.11) is independent of the rest of the model, so that
it does not really matter which of the above three alternatives is chosen. The
assumption of debt neutrality is of course debatable and in Van de Klundert
and Van der Ploeg (1987) we attempt to relax this when it is possible to shift the
burden of higher taxation onto future (yet unborn) generations.

Note that the current account can be rewritten as

6-[(r-p)af(r'-pfe)bt wlfz-c-r-pm]
- (g - t f (r - p)a - pml. (2.10'~

that is, the difference between private sector savings and the public sector
dcficit. Even though there is savings and no investment, it is quite possible to
have a current-account deficit when the public sector deficit is large enough
(witncss the U.S. in the eighties).

2.2 Nominal and Real ~nertia in the Labour Market
Two alternatives to full employment (LME) are considercd: nominal wage
rigidity (NWR) and real wagc rigidity (RWR). Nominal wagc rigidity (NWR)
corresponds to

rv t P- p( I - I) t n, F~' c 0, f~" ~ 0, lim 9(u) - oo, fl(u„) - 0, (2.8~
w ~yo
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whcre the core or trend rate of intlation, n, is eithcr given by the monetary
growth ratc, n- t9, or is a wcightcd avcrage of past ratcs of inflation, n-
~(J~ - n), r; 10. Lincar versions of these augmented Phillips curves have bccn
uscd in Buitcr and Miller (1982). Here 0(.) is nonlincar, so that households are
always rationcd when they sell labour and firms are ncver rationcd. Real wagc
rigidity (R~~'R) corresponds to

~i~
- a(I - !) - qlog[w~wd], q ) o, (2.8'~

w

whcre ~ dcnotes the desired long-run target for the real wage. Real wage
rigidity implies complete indexation to increases in the cost of living. Equation
(2.8'~ corresponds to an error-correction mechanism of the type estimated by
Sargan ( 19G4) and Layard and Nickell (1985). This ensures that the real wage
rccovcrs from past disequilibria in the labour markct and gradually adjusts
towards its long-run target value:

log[w(1)~w`r] - log[w(0)Iwd]exp(-qt) f f r E3(1 -!(s))exp[r!(s- t)]ds.
Jo

ThC Pxtr~rnP ~ace nf a cornptrrPly rigirt real wavor w -~ ~nrrecpen{-tc tn 7-i
oo. The case p- 0 is identical to the case of NWR with `rational expectations'
or immediate adjustment to increases in the cost of living (r; -~ oo in the equa-
tion for the core rate of inflation, ri - ~(p - n)). In general, real wage rigidity
implies a long-run relationship between the real wage and employment, viz.
w- rdre.~~[0(1 - !)Ir~], and therefore in the long run the real wage only
rcaches its target value when the unemployment rate happens to be at its
natura) rate. Note that the target value of the real wage need not be consistent
witli the natural rate of unemployment and profit-maximizing behaviour. In-
decd, if the dcsired wage is excessive, x~~f(I - u„), the equilibrium
uncmployment rate (or the non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment,
NAIRU) exceeds the natural rate of unemployment. Branson and Rotemberg
(1980), Bruno and Sachs ( 1985) and Van der Ploeg ( 1987) demonstrate em-
pirically that nominal wage rigidity is more relevant for the U.S. but that real
wabc rigidity is more relevant for the European countries.

2.3 Steady-state Properties
Tlic stcady state of the model does not depend on whcther full employment
(LME) or nominal wage rigidity prevails. In the long run the real wage adjusts
until employment is at its equilibrium level, w - f(1 - A) and T- I- i~, whcre
with LME or NWR equilibrium unemployment is given by its natural rate u-
u,,, and with RWR u - u(t,~, q) follows from f(1 - u) - wdexp[0(u)~r~]. Note
that with real wage rigidity an increase in the desired real wage or the flexibility
of the rcal wage (r~l) increases equilibrium unemployment ( u,,.~r ) 0, un e O).
Only when there is no long-run conflict between the aspirations of workers and
finns, ~~fr - f(I - u„), will equilibrium unemployment be at its natural rate.
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Long-run inflation is entirely a monetary event, ~3 - ir - t9. The stcady-state
rate of exchange depreciation equals the difference between home monetary
growth and foreign inflation, é- ~9 - p'. The steady-state real intcrest cquals
the pure rate of time preference, i-~3 - ó. lt is assumed, following Turnovsky
(1985), that

ó-(r'-p'fa~)~(l ta)

whcre ó is a cons[ant, so that ó- r' - p' under perfect capital mobility (a - U)
and ó- ó under zero capital mobility (a -' ~). This device ensures tliat stcady-
state consumption is stationary under perfect capital mobility (~i~N -
ó-(r - p) --r 0 as 1-~ ~)t and that the real interest rate is independent of the
rate abroad under zero capital mobility. If r' - p' - ó', the economy has in tlie
long run a debt (credit) with the rest of the world when its pure rate of time
preference is greater ( less) than the foreign discount rate, 6 -(ó' - ó)~a -
(ó' -~)~(1 t a). Steady-state consumption is given by t - j(1 - u) t(r' - p')
(r' - p' - ó) (I f a)- t- g and holdings of real money balances by ~~i -
nt((ó f t9) u~(~, 1- t7, g)). Hence, an increase in the natural unemployment
rate or the level of public spending and a reduction in the world real interest
rate mean less scope for private sector consumption and therefore a liigher
marginal utility of wealth and less holdings of real money balances. The net ef-
fect of an increase in the world real interest rate on money balances is am-
biguous, because the increase in interest-income from abroad permits more

TAULE I - STEADY-STATE PROPERTIES'

t9 a g

n,p I 0
b.r-p-ó U 0
c 0 0
I 0 0
w

Ec
0 0
0 0

ui u,w"CO 0

r - ~3t ó

0
0
-I

0
0
u,t-u,,(~0)

~ (ucg-u~.) lcU)

1 -~~(u~a- u~~)l~U)v

u„
0
0
- N,
-1
l Ij"~ 0
- u~~ - wu,.~(1 U)

~ (u,.~ f ivu,.,.)( cU)

~u~.~ {- wu,~ ) ( ~ U)

r'-p'-ó'

0
(I ta)-~~0
(2cS'-ó)(I ta) ,(~U)
0
U
u,,.(2b'-ó)(I ta) '(cU)
N t Fu,.,(2S'-J) ) 0

(I fa)v" c
á - ~ Jiit ~ U

I t u JS' ~

~~~'hrn tlie sign is indicated in paicnthescs, it is dcrived unJer the assumption of wcak scparability of u(r,l,g).

I t ntcr est pariry is cnsured since ( when a- 0), r - r' f e and e- t9 - p' yields r- r9 - r' - p' in
the lung run. This devire is impurtant, because without il the sleady-state value uf priv~te cou-
sutnption is not wcll dcfincd.
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consumption, rcduccs the marginal utility of consumption and thus incrcascs
rcal moncy balances, yet when there is sorne capital mobility the home interest
ratc risrs via ( 2.13) and thercfore real money balances falL An increase in
inonctary growth raises the nominal interest rate and therefore reduces rcal
nwncy balances. 'I~he comparative statics are summarized in Table I. Note
th.rt, in contrast to Turnovsky (1985), an increase in public spending has no
luny,-nin cffcct on cmploymcnt and output and is fully off-sct by a rcduction
in consuniption. Similarly, a dccrcasc in thc foreign rcal intcrest ratc has no
lonb-run cffcct on cmploymcnt and output but rcduccs incomc from abroad
(priiviclcd 2c5' ~ c~ and lhus b is not loo ncgative) and diminishcs consumption.
1'hcsc resulls arc duc to thc assumption of an inclastic labour supply.

2.4 Trunsienl Properlies
"I~he reduced-form of the model with purchasing power parity and labour
markct cquilibrium can be written as:

~ii - nr[r9 - ab -(v'(nr)~N) f r' - p'], nr(0) - free, (2.13)

b -IU(rv)) -~ (~' - p')b - c(I~,!(ry),S) - 8, b(~) - B~~P~ (2.14)

u- F~[ó f ab -( r" - p')1, p(~) - free (2.IS)
and

w - f(1 - t~„). (2.16)

Equations (2. I 3), (2.14) and (2.15) describe the dynamics of inflation, the cur-
rent account and consumption, respectively. With nominal wage rigidity the
LME-condition is rcplaced by

Y- Y[~ - n- D(1 -!(m~Y))], Y(~) - Yo

and cithcr n- t9 or

n - ~[ab f (v'(rn)~u) - rr - (~' - p')1,

(2.16~

(2.17)

wliere the initial jump in rr is given by n(0) - n(0-) - s;log[m(0-)~m(0)] and
the real wage is given by w- mly. With NWR m ( the price level) and ~ are
forward-looking variables, that is, they depend on expectations about future
changes in exogenous variables as well as the past, whilst y (c.q. the nominal
wage) and n are backward-looking variables, that is, they only depend on past
liistory. Evcn though n is a backward-looking variable, it is a non-
predetermined variable as it jumps at time zero. Hence the perfect-foresight
modcl with PPP and NWR has to have two unstable eigenvalucs in ordcr to
satitify thc saddlcpoint propcrty (e.g., Buiter ( 1984)). With rcal wage rigidity
(2.1G) is rcplaccd by

rv - w(0(1 - I( w)) - 7log( w~w`~)J, w(0) - wo, (2.16")
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where the real wage is assumed to be predetermined. The saddlepoint property
for this version of the model also requires two stablc eigcnvalucs associatcd
with 6 and w and two unstable eigenvalues associated with nr and ir. Thc
analysis of perfect-foresight solutions under NWR is cumbersome, but
numerical simulations are discussed in section 4. An analytical discussion of
the dynamic behaviour of the model with PPP and LME or with PPP and
R~VR is feasible and follows below.

Linearization around the stcady state of equations (2.13)-(2.15) yiclds:

rir -nrv"~p -am mv'INZ m- rit m- rn
ti - 0 r'-p' -u b-6 -J b-6 (2.18)
N 0 a~ ~ k-N N-u

The economy is locally unstable, since trace (J) - r' - p' - mv"~p ~ 0.
I3ecause det(J) - - av"mN ~ 0, the product of the eigenvalues is positive and
tlierefore there are two unstable and one stable eigenvalues. Tlicse are
associated with the forward-looking variables, m and ~, and the backward-
looking variable b, respectively. Under full employment the wage is constant,
w- f'(1 - u„), and under real wage rigidity the wage is unaffected by
monetary or fiscal policies or foreign events and tends tof(I - u). With PPP
thcre is therefore no essential difference between LME and RWR. Howcver,
whcn thcre is impcrfcct substitution between home and foreign goods, a wcdge
can be driven between the producers' and consumers' real wage, policy is non-
neutral and RWR differs from LME in an interesting way (see section 3).

Tlie case of zero capital mobility, say ZCM, occurs when there is an infinite
risk prcmium on foreign assets (a --~ ~) and leads to no net holdings of foreign
assets (6 - 0), so that (2.13)-(2.16) becomes

rir - m[a t t9 - v'(m)~u(8, u„)L m(~) - free, (2.19)

whcre ii(. ) follows from f(1 - u„) - c(p, 1- u,,, g) t g(so that N8 - u~.X - u,.,.
(~ 0) and N„~ -- u~.,.f - u~r (~ 0)). Since arir~8m -- mv"~N 1 0(evaluated
at the cquilibrium), nr immediately jumps to its new equilibrium value unless
there are anticipatcd shocks. Figure 1 shows the effecls when there is an an-
nouncement about a future change in policy, say a monetary disinflation, a cut
in government spcnding or a reduction in the natural rate of unemployment.
The anticipated excess supply of goods leads to an immediate fall in the price
Icvel, an associated increase in real liquidity and an appreciation of the real ex-
changc rate (E-~A). This Icads to less inflation and thcrcfore to further in-
crcascs in real liquidity (A' -~ f3). At the time of implementation (13) no jump in
real money balances is required, since the economy has already discountecf this
nC~~'S.

Undcr pcrfcct capital mobility (a - 0), (2.3) and (2.IS) givc risc to uncuvcred
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Fióurc 1- An~icipaled policy in a modcl with PPP, LME and ZCM

intcrest parity, r' f e- r, equalization of real interest rates, r- p- r' - p' -
cS, and consequently to a flat consumption profile, p - ~ where N follows from
(2.10~ and the initial debt, ba. Note that N now depends negatively on the in-
itial Icvcl of the public debt and positively on the entire path of present and
futurc govcrnmen[ spending levels and natural rates of unemployment: bo -
J~~ [c(~i, I- u„, g) f g - J( l- u„)]exp ( - 8l)dt. Under zero capital mobility
(ZCM) the economy cannot borrow against future income, so p and consump-
tion depcnd only on the current levels of g and u„. It follows that (2.14)
reduces to rir - m[S f r9 - v'(nr)I~J, which has the same properties as (2.19).
Turnovsky ( 1985) discusses the analytical properties of a model with PPP,
LMG and general degrees of capital mobility.

3 IMI'LRI LCT SUnSTITUTION t3ETWEEN HOME AND EOREIGN GOODS

3.1 Trvo-stage Decision Problenr of the Representative Household
Section 2 assumed the `law of one price,' but here the model is extended to
allow for impcrfcct substitution between home and foreign goods. This is
essential for the discussion of issues such as real-exchange-rate overshooting
(Dornbusch, 1976). Also, wilh real wage rigidity it allows demand-side policies
to have a long-run effect on employment and output through the wedge be-
twecn the producers' real wage and the consumers' real wage. The household's
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decision problem is split up in two stages. In the first stage it decides on its ag-
gregate consumption, savings and portfolio decisions and in the second stage
it decides how to divide aggregate consumption into consumption of homc
goods and consumption of foreign goods. Denote real consumption and li-
quidity when deflated with the consumers' price index, say P`, by c' - cPIP`
and m' - MIP`, respectively, and when deflated with the producers' price in-
dex by c and m, respectively. Instantaneous utility is now given by u(c', l,g) t
v(ni~ and the houschold's budget constraint is as before.

Stage 1 yields u,, - p P`IP, bp - p- v'(m~ (PIP`) - PN -(r - P)N -
(r' - p t e- ab)N and the usual transversality condition, so that c' -
c(pP`IP, l,g) and iir' - nt(r{~P`IP). Equations (2.3) and (2.4) are as before. ln
stage ll the household maximizes U(c~, c,,,) subject to the static budget con-
straint, Pca t P'Ec,,, - P`~ - Pc or cd t.lem - c, where cd and c,,, denote the
household's consumption of home goods and of foreign goods, respectively,
and ~l - P'EIP. The sub-utility function, U(. ), is assumed to be homogeneous
of degree one. The houschold sets the marginal rate of substitution betwecn
home and foreign goods equal to the real exchange rate, U~,~IU~o -~l. Tliis
yiclds c,„ -~(.l)c, ~' c 0 and cd -[1 - ~l~(~)]c. It follows from the indircct
utility function that the ideal definition of the cost-of-living index is given byZ

P`IP- IIU(I - vrD(~),~(,l))-Sl(~O,S?'~0. (3.1)

For example, if the sub-utility function is Cobb-Douglas, say U(.) -(c~Iy)r
(c„~I(1 - Y))t - r, thcn ~(~) - (1 - y)L1, S2(~l) - .It - r and P` - Py(P'E)~ - r.
Exports are given by cm - ~'(~ - r)c`, where foreign aggregate consumption,
c', is treated as exogenous in a small open economy. A real appreciation of the
exchange rate reduces the relative price of imported goods and therefore
reduces the cost-of-living index. It also increases imports and reduces exports.

3.2 S~ructure oJ [he Economy
Tlie goods market equilibrium condition can be written as

J(I)-cdtgtc',-cfgfcn,-~ïcm. (3.2)

Upon substitution of (3.2) into ( 2.10), one obtains
b-(c',- vc,,,) t(r' t e- p)b, (3.3)

so that the current account, i.e. the balance of trade plus current transfcrs,
gives the incrcase in forcign assets. This holds only for floating exchangc rates,
because then the balance of paymen[s is always in equilibrium.

The complete model with imperfect substitution between home and foreibn
goods can now be summarized by:

2 Strictly speaking this index should also incluJe the eost of holding real nruney balancrs, but tor
simplicity this is ignorcJ.
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b - (r` f e - r)~a, (2.3)

!c - [~S - (r - p)[Ei. !c(0) - frcc. (2.4)

~i~ - ~u(t9 - p), ni(0) - frec, (2.y)

r-~~ f (r - p)á - t9nt (2. I 1)

.IU(rU)) - ll - v~(~)]c f g f~h'(-~-1)c', (3.2~

6-~l~'(,l 1)c' - v~(.Oc t(r' - p~ e)b, (3.3')

c - ~(~)c(p~(~),!(w),K), (3.4)

m - S2(.l)nr(rpS2(~i)). (3.5)

~l~.l - p' t e- p, (3.6)

p` - P f [Sl'(~l).~~52(~)1 (3.7)

and eilher !(w) - I - u„ for the case of full employment or

w~w f p- Fl(1 -!(w)) t n (2.8~

with n- t9 or ic -~(p~ - n), ~~ 0 for the case of nominal wage rigidity or

tii~`~~w` - tivlw f p- p` - 0(1 -!(w)) - rllo8(w`~~), w`(~) -~, (3.8)

wlicre x~`~ - wP~P`, for the case of real wage rigidity. These 11 (12) equations
can be solvcd for the 11 (or 12) endogenous variables, vlz. c, m, b, p, r, e, p,
p`, A, w(n or w~, and r given the exogenous variables, viz. g, t9, d, u,,, ~, r',
p' and C'.

Upon substitution of (3.4) into (3.2), one can solve for the real exchange rate
that clcars the goods market:

~ - V(!~, 8, c., w). (3.9)

An incrcase in public spending, foreign demand or the wage and a reduction in
tlie marginal value of wealth induce an excess dcmand for goods, whích is
choked off by an appreciation of the real exchange rate ( V„ ~ 0, V; c 0, i-
K, c`, w). Under real wage rigidity the real consumers' wage is given at any point
of timc, so that employment, !(w~Sl(.l)), and output incrcase whcn an ap-
preciation of the real exchange cuts the wedge between the producers' and con-
surncrs' wage.
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3.3 Transient and Steady-stale Properties
The LME version has two forward-looking state variablcs, m and N, and one
backward-looking state variable, b, hence requires two unstable and one stable
cigenvalucs for the saddlepoint property to be satisfied. The NWR version or
the R W R version with high elasticities of the demand for labour with respect to
the wage has two forward-looking variables, m and N, and two backward-
looking variables, b and y (for NWR) or xt (for RWR), hence requires two
unstable and two stable eigenvalues. If the RWR system has three unstable
eigenvalues and one stable eigenvalue, then ni, u and ~t are forward-looking
variablcs and (b~~l) is a backward-looking variable.

The steady-state properties of the monetary side of the imperfect-
substitution model are the same as under purchasing power parity, that is,
p`-p-n-~9,è-t9-p',P-~7-áandó-(8'-~)I(1 ta).Inthelongrun
demand-side policies have no real effects for the cases of full employment and
nominal wage ridigity, hence T- I- u„ and w- f(1 - u„). However, for thc
case of real wage rigidity fiscal policy is non-neutral in the long run (cf. Van de
Klundert, 1982). This can be seen from the long-run aggregate supply schedule,

w` - ~exp[~(1 - T)~h1 -i(T)~~(~), (3.10)

which is drawn in Figure 2(b). It is upward-sloping in (P~P'E) - 1 space,
because an appreciation of the real exchange rate reduces the relative price of
foreign goods, increases the real income of consumers, diminishes the wedge
between the consumers' and producers' real wage, and therefore increases
employment (P` ~Pl, w`T, T?, wl). Obviously, for LME or NWR the long-run
aggrcgate supply schedule is vertical (see Fig. 2(a)). The long-run aggregate de-
mand schedule is given by

~- v(u~, (r~s2 (~), T g)~~ (Z), 8. c`,.P(T))
- V(T 8, r~ - P~~ c~),

(a) LME or NWR
I AS

(P
`P'É

( P
`P'É

(3.11)

(b) RWR

AD

1-u~ l l
Iigurr 2- Lfrccts of an incrcase in public spending, forcign conswnpliun or the furcign rcal

interrst rate ou the ~tcaJy state of the imperrcrt-subsiitution muJel
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since the long-run level of consumption that ensures current-account
cyuilibrium is givcn by Z' -J(T) f(r' - p')(r' - p' -~)(1 t a)- ~- g. The
f1D-schedule is downward-sloping ( V~ ~ 0), because a reduction in the relative
price of home goods increases exports and aggregate demand given that the
niarginal propensity to consume out of income from production, 1-.~~(.l), is
Icss than unity. An increase in public spending or foreign consumption in-
crcases aggregate demand and shifts out the AD-schedule ( h; c 0, i- g, c').
An increase in the foreign real in[eres[ rate or a foreign-exchange increment to
wcalth means the economy can sustain a higher levcl of aggregate consumption
without suffering a loss in foreign reserves, hence the AD-schedule shifts out
(V;cO,i-r'-p').

[ntersection of the long-run AD- and AS-schedules gives T- 1 - u„ for full
employment or nominal wage rigidity and

f f )T- I- u(S, c'~ r' - P'~ wd~ rl, u~ (3.20)

for real wage rigidity. It follows that with RWR there is no unique equilibrium
ratc of unemployment, since fiscal policy, foreign events and incomes policy
affect long-run (or natural) levels of employment and output. Fiscal expansion
is effective in the long run under RWR, because it requires an appreciation of
the rcal exchange rate (in order to ensure equilibrium in the goods market)
which in turn reduces the wedge between the consumers' and producers' real
wagc and thcrcfore increases employment.

4 NUMI:RICAL SIMULATIONS

The transient properties of the full model are difficult to discuss analytically,
so that we decided to use numerical simulation instead. A Cobb-Douglas pro-
duction function is assumed, say j(I) - el~, 0 C~1 G 1, so that the labour-
dcmand curve is given by I(w) ~ (e~3~w)~~tr - ~t. This gives rather high wage
elasticities in tlie labour demand equation, -( 1 - ~3)- r, hence we also con-
sidcrcd a CES production function, f(!) -[(1 -Q)eQ~t -p t QIQ]~~Q. This has
an approximate wage elasticity of -(I -(1)- ~(1 - e)- ~, which is low for low
clasticitics of substitution between labour and the fixed factor and consequcnt-
ly supply shocks will have less severe effects. The excess demand for labour
tcrm is assumcd to be logarithmic, say B(u) - 9olog(u„Iu), so that e( u) -~ o~ as
u--~ 0. Cobb-Uouglas utility functions are assumed, so that u(c', l, g) - yi
lob(c~ f YzloS(1 - I) f Y31og(8)~ Y; ~ 0. Ei-t Y; - 1 and U(cd~c,~,) -(cd~Y)r
(c,,,~(1 - y)~ - y. This implies that c - y~Ip, cd - Yc, ~(,1) -(t - Y)~~l and Sl(~)
-.l ~- r. ~(oney demand follows from a CES utility function, say v(m~ - y4

~n' ~- rs~(I - YS), whcre 0 G ys C 1, so that m-(rltly4)- ~~rs,~t~ - rllrs - r)irs
"l he CES specification has been chosen, because it allows for a non-unitary
clasticity of the demand for money with respect to the interest rate.

The numerical values of the parameters, exogenous variables and initial con-
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TAIiLE 2- VALUES OI: 1'ARAMET[RS, GKOGC-NOUS VARIAISLGS ANI) INI 1'IAI ('ON-
UITIONS

1'ARAMC:TERS

r. - I.O, ~1 - 0.75, Q~o - 0.005, ~- I.O, ry- 0 or 2, supply-sidc paramclcrs

ó- 0.05, Yi - 0.5. Y: - 0.3, Yi - 0.2. Y - 0.75, y' - 0.975, Ya - O.uS. )', - 2.(1,
dcmand-side paramctcrs

a- 0.1 or 1.0, high or low degree of capital mobility

GXOGENOUS VARIADLES

u„ - 0.05, wa - 0.76, supply-side policies

g- 0.2, (9 - 0.1, demand-sidc policies

~' - 0.15, p' - 0. I, c' - 10.0, foreign variables

INITIAL CONDITIONS

Qo -6a-0.

y„ - 1.066, for the case of NWR

rf - w~, for the case of RWR

ditions are presented in Table 2. It would be possible to experiment and in-
vcstigate the robustness of the results with respect to a wide range of plausible
parameter values in a systematic manner along the lines of Camilleri e[ al.
(1984), but this is left as a matter for further research. Instead, attcntion is
focussed on a number of key alternative specifications. We can distinguish be-
twecn (i) PPP and imperfect substitution or, (ii) LME, NWR and RWR, which
gives 6 variants of the model. Obviously, the two variants with imperfect .
substitution between home and foreign goods and NWR (for the U.S.) and
RWR (for Europe) are the most interesting ones. A multiple shooting
algorithm (Lipton e1 al. (1982)) based on routine DD03 of the Culham
Laboratory is used to solve the model (England (1976)).

4. I Mone[ary Disinf7a[ron
Under labour market equilibrium (LME) a change in the monetary growth rate
(t9) has no cffect on real variables such as production, consumption, employ-
ment and international trade (cf. Turnovsky (1985)). There will be an instan-
tancous jump towards the new long-run equilibrium vatue of rcal cash
balances. In our numerical examples a decline in the monetary growth rate
from IOolo to 801o will lead to an instantaneous increase of real money balanccs
hy 7.4010. Such an ínerease is caused by a discrete appreciation of the nominal
exchange rate and fall in the price Ievel. The domestic nominal rate of interest
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falls two percentage points. Since inflation in domestic prices corresponds lo
monctary growth (p - r9), the real rate of interest remains unchanged. To
maintain portfolio cquilibrium there must be a permanent rate of appreciation
of thc nominal exchange rate of two pcrcent.

In the case of RWR, the same results apply irrespective of whether the
foreign good is a perfect or an imperfect substitute for the domestic good.
Nominal wages adapt without friction to the price Ievel. The nominal wage rate
acts as a jump variable. Relative prices can therefore stay at their equilibrium
Icvel. A change in monetary growth does not affect the real exchange rate. It
thcrcforc docs not affcct the wedge between consumers' and produccrs' prices
cithcr, so that output and employment remain unaffected.

Things are different under NWR as Ihe nominat wage rate is predetermined
in this case. The results of a monetary disinflation of two percentage points are
presented in Table 3. The model specification now matters. The outcomes de-
pend on whether goods are imperfect or perfect substitutes. There is also some
influence of the specification with regard to inflation expectations. This latter
variant is only presented for the PPP case. The models exhibit saddlepoint
stability. The long-run results are the same as under LME and RWR. ln the
r:l:rnerrCal ~numpieS iiiá.Si, icSlrli~ are approxin-iatcd IÍ~J lV periud r- iu~,
because a longer horizon does not significantly affect the results for the first 10
pcriods. On impact of a monetary disinflation there is unemployment caused
by an increase in the real wage rate. This leads to a reduction of real wealth,
which induces households to consume less. As time passes nominal wages
gradually adjust to the lower price level and unemployment declines. Long-run
equilibriurn is attained eventually.

Let us now turn to the model-specific results of a monetary disinflation.
lïocussing first on the PPP models it appears from Table 3 that the case of
adaptive expectations with regard to core inflation ( n) exhibits a faster adjust-
mcnt towards the long-run equilibrium. This is what should be expected.
Moreover, it can be observed that the impact at t- 0 is somewhat larger in this
case too. Turning to the balance of payments we see in both variants that con-
sumption declines less than output at first, implying a deficit on the current ac-
count. It pays to borrow abroad, because the appreciation of the exchange rate
exceeds the fall of the domestic interest rate. However, in the course of time
debt accumulates and consumption must be pushed downward to service debt
and repay the loans. As observed above, in the long run there are no effects on
rcal variablcs such as consumption and output.

Shifting attention towards the case of imperfect substitution betwecn the
domcstic and the foreign good we observe no changes in the foreign account.
In this rnodcl a fall in output implics that consumption and cxports of thc
domcstic good are reduced. With total demand abroad givcn, there will be an
improvcmcnt of the tcrms of trade of the domcstic economy. In our Cobb-
Uouglas example the change in the terms of trade just matches the decline in
total consumption. As a result the volume of imports will not change and there
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will be no effect on the current account. It should be notcd that the impact (at
!- 0) on cmploymcn[ is Icss in this modcl than in the PPP vcrsions. Thc rcal
appreciation of the exchange rate implies that there is a wedge betwecn the con-
sumer pricc index (P`) and the producers' price (P). Thc jwnp in ~l Ieads to a
fall in P` exceeding the decline in P. Reat cash balances in terms of consump-
tion goods may rise to the same extcnt in both modcls. This implics a smaller
jump in terms of output for the case of imperfect substitution, because of the
wcdge refcrred to above.

It is interesting to observe [he percenlage changes in the nominal exchange
rate. From Table 3 one can see that for all three variants the nominal exchange
rate appreciates by 7.401o in lhe long run. The jump appreciation on impact
with imperfect substitution is 9.2oJo. (This result is obtained by subtracting ~l
from nr.) As may be expected the nominal exchange rate overshoots its long-
run value in this case (cf. Dornbusch (1976); Dornbusch (1980, Chapter 12);
Corden (1981); Buiter and Miller (1982)).

The results of this section are consistent with Casas (1975), Argy and Salop
(1977), and Sachs (1980), who find that monetary policy undcr pcrfcct capital
mobility and flexible exchange rates is ineffective (effective) when there is real
(nominal) waRe ri~iditv.

4.2 Fisca! Conlraclion
A decline in government expenditure leads of course to an instantaneous com-
plete crowding in of private consumption when there is full employment
(LME). Tlie conclusion is also true for real wage rigidity (RWR) and purchas-
ing powcr parity (PPP), but does not apply to RWR with imperfect substitu-
tion bctwcen home goods and foreign goods as shown in section 3.3. The
results for tlie latter case are presented in Table 4, last panel. A decline in
govermncnt expenditure induces a deterioration of the terms of trade of the
domestic economy, because the value of exports must increase. Even if the
nominal wage rate adjusts immediately to the change in the consumption price
Icvcl tlrere would be unemployment, because the producers' price declirres by
more. To restore full employment a gradual fall of the consumption wage rate
(n~`) would be necessary. However, our model has the feature that the desired
long-run target for the real consumption wage (wd) is fixed at the initial Ievel.
"1'his prevents a sufficient decline of real wages, which leads to a sustained
higher Ievel of unemployment, as can be observed from Table 4(see also sec-
tion 2.2). Unemployment increases by almost 6 percentage points (u - 0.108 in
the new steady state). It appears that by !- 4 the economy is within I o10 of its
long-run eyuilibrium, which is of course related to our choice of the error-
currcction parametcr (q - 2).

Undcr thc rcgime of nominal wage rigidity (NWR) real wages increase at the
inrpact of a deflationary cut in government expenditure. This results of course
in uncmploymcnt. As nominal wagcs graduatly adjust to the lowcr pricc Icvcl
full employment is cventually restored. The situation with regard to the current
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account is qualitativcly similar to thc casc of a monctary disinflation, discusscd
in section 4.1. In the PPP model total absorption initially excecds output,
which Ieads to a deficit on current account. Interest payments and repayment
of debt necessitate an excess of output over total absorption in later periods. At
first it pays to borrow abroad because the appreciation of the exchange rate
makes foreign capital comparatively cheaper despite a fall in the domestic
nominal rate of interest.

With imperfect substitution between the domestic and the forcign good and
NWR, there will be again no change in the current account. An incrcase in the
dcmand for the foreign good (imports) is choked off by a deterioration of the
terms of trade. Exports rise and on balance there will be no change in the trade
balance in our numerical example. The deterioration of the terms of trade or
rcal exchange rate depreciation explains the difference in outcomes with
respect to real cash batances (nt) in both models under NWR. However, there
are several causes which must be taken into account as appears from the
spccification of equation (3.5):

~n -
0. I c,lo.zs

r

On impact ~n is lower for the case of imperfect substitution mainly because the
volume of consumption increases less compared with PPP. The long-run dif-
ference can be attributed to the real exchange depreciation in case of imperfect
substitution Ieading to a relatively highcr value of m. in other words: real cash
balances in terms of consumption goods are the same in both models in the long
run. Howcver, under imperfect substitution the consumption price falls less
than the output price. Real cash balances in terms of domestic output should
therefore be higher.

One can see from Table 4 that with NWR fiscal policy has no long-run effects
on employment and output whilst with RWR fiscal policy can affect real
variables (via the wedge between the consumers' and producers' wage induced
by changes in the real exchange rate). Again, for the case of perfect capital
mobility and flexible exchange rates, these results are consistent with the fin-
dings of Casas (1975), Argy and Salop (1977) and Sachs (1980).

4.3 Forergn Dislurbances
lïoreign disturbances relate to changes in the nominal interest rate and the in-
flation rate in the rest of the world. Given the symmetry with which both
forcign variables impinge on the domestic economy, it will suffice to consider
changes in the nominal rate of interest. The results of an increase in the
nominal interest rate abroad (r') from 1501o to 1ó01o are prescnted in Table Sa
(for the PPP versions) and Table Sb (for the case of imperfect substitution be-
twccn domestic and foreign goods). As shown in section 2.3 a rise in the foreign
interest rate Ieads to an increase in the stock of traded bonds or foreign assets
(b). In our numerical example the volume of the stock of foreign assets in-
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creases from 0 to 0.1 in the new steady state. To accumulale these assets con-
sumption must be reduced in the first instance. However, as interest acerues in
thr course of time consumption can be increased again. In the long-run
equilibrium consumption rises by 0.8010, as shown in Table Sa and Table Sb for
t- 100. Therefore, whatever model specificalion applies the situation can be
characterised by the French saying: `reculer pour mieux sauter.'3

Dcvelopments in the labour market and changes in the terms of trade in-
terfere with the process of accumulation referred to above. Let us start with the
1'PP modcl. The results for labour market equilibrium (LME) are given in the
last pancl of Table Sa. As can be seen the accumulation of foreign assets re-
quires a substantial fall in consumption over the first few periods of the tirne
path considered. On impact of the change in the foreign rate of interest the
domestic currency depreciates instantaneously, which is reflected in a decline
of real cash balances at t- 0. Thereafter, the domestic currency appreciates
gradually until in the new steady state the real cash balances are increased by
0.4010. The outcomes under real wage rigidity and PPP are the same as under
LME. The nominal wage rate adjusts without delay to the price level in this
specification of the model.

Under NWR and PPP the situation differs beca!,~se a rise 6n the pr.ce ;cvcí
now Icads to an instantaneous fall in real wages, as can be seen from Table Sa.
Employment and output increase, which allows for a faster accumulation of
forcign assets while mitigating the decline in consumption compared with LME
and RWR. As time passes the nominal wage ra[e adjusts to the price level and
overemployment is reduced. As can be observed the adjustment process is
cyclical. Here again, adaptive expectation with regard to core inflation imply
a faster response than fixed expectation (n -,9).

Under imperfect substitution account must be taken of changes in the terms
of trade. Focussing on the case of labour market equilibrium (LME, Table 56,
last panel) the terms-of-trade effect can be traced most clearly. An increase in
tlie foreign rate of interest induces an instantaneous real exchange rate
depreciation, i.e. the terms of trade deteriorate. As a result the decline in con-
sumption is less up to period t- 4 and the accumulation of foreign assets is
rctardcd in comparison with LME under PPP (Table Sa). The long-run results
for consurnption and the stock of traded bonds are equal under perfect and im-
perfect substitution between goods. In the new steady state the terms of tradc
improvc by 2.4010.

With nominal wage rigidity (Table Sb, first panel) there is in this casc also an
instantaneous fall of the real wage and a corresponding increase in employ-
ment, but the quantitative effects are much smaller than under PPP. These
results rclate of course to the dcterioration of the terms of trade. It should bc
obscrvcd that thcrc is no influcncc on thc accumulation of tradcd bonds. In-

j I~I Ihl' CUfC1111' CaSC O~a Iargc initial foreign dcbt (b(0) a 0), Ihe long-run consumption Icvcl muy
Jeclinc ati r' rius, bccause the burden ot interest paymrnts may be heavicr.
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decd, the outcome with respect to b is the same irrespective of the functioning
of the labour market. This is in line with our earlier finding that changes in the
tcnns of trade arc offsct by opposite changes in the volume of trade, given the
spccification of the model equations. The terms of trade detcriorate furthcr at
t- 0 in case of NWR compared with LME, because the additional output re-
quires a largcr volumc of cxports.

The situation with real wage rigidity without an error-correction mechanisrn
(RWR with q- 0) is to a certain extent the mirror image of the NWR variant.
On impact the real wage rate in terms of output rises and employment declines
correspondingly. The real wage in terms of the composite consumption good
remains the same. The rise in nominal wages therefore exceeds the increase in
thc domestic price level. The terms of trade deteriorate less as the potential for
cxports is reduced. The process of adjustment towards a full employment
equilibrium follows a cyclical pattern in this case too.

4.4 Sensitivity to Degree of Capital Mobility
Witlt lowcr capital mobility tlie results of different shocks are qualitatively the
same. The quantitative effects of a change in a depend on the importance of the
ct~rrcnt accour'~i in ihe various exèicises. if capiiai is reiativeiy iess mobile, there
are hibhcr risks involved and therefore international lending and borrowing
will be more restricted. The mutations of the current account will be smaller,
mitigating the impact of shocks on the system.

"To give an impression of the quantitative effects of capital mobility, the
results of a demand shock (~g- -0.1) and of a foreign disturbance
(~r" - 0.01) for the case of PPP and NWR (n - t9) are presented in Table 6.
Tlie parameter a is increased from 0.1 to 1. The outcomes in Table 6 should be
compared with those in Tables 4 and Sa, respectively. With the shock to fiscal
policy intermediate foreign borrowing is substantially lower when there is
relatively low capital mobility. However, the effect on the other variables is at-
tenuated and spread out over a longer period. In the long run there is no change
at all. This is different for an increase in the foreign interest rate, which now in-
crcases tlie long-run value of consumption, real cash balances and foreign debt
by Icss ( a factor of ten) than with high capital mobility. As a consequence the
impact effects are also redueed substantially. The foreign disturbance shock is
extreme in the sense that the quantitative effect of a change in capital mobility
is rclatively strong. On the other hand there are cases in which changes in
capital mobility have no effect whatsoever. This relates to all cases in which the
current account is not affected by a shock, which happens in the imperfect
substitution case. This is due to the assumption of Cobb-Douglas sub-utility
functions, which implies that the balance of trade is always in equilibrium.
W ith a CES sub-utility function, the balance of trade can depend on the rcal ex-
change rate. In that case, fiscal policy may have larger real effects in the short
rwr with low dcgrccs of capital mobility (cf. the standard Mundcll-Fleming
analysis).
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S CUNCLUDING REh1ARhS

A perfect-foresight model with micro foundations and intertemporal budget
constraints for the government and private sector of a small open economy has
bcen analyzcd. !t therefore extends Turnovsky (1985) to allow for imperfcct
substitution behveen home and foreign goods and to allow for unemployment
caused by nominal or real wage rigidity. It also provides a micro foundation of
Mundell-Fleming models and extends these models to allow for intertemporal
budget constraints for the government and the private sector. The various ver-
sions of the modcls allow for purchasing power parity or imperfect substitution
bctween hotne and foreign goods, nominal or real wage rigidity, and high or
low dcgrees of capital mobility. The transient and steady-state consequences of
a monetary disinflation, a fiscal contraction and an increase in the world in-
tcrest rate have been analyzed for the various versions of the model.

In future research, it may be interesting to extend the model to allow for
capital accumulation, for imported raw materials, for non-tradeable and
tradcable sectors, and for more than one country. It may also be useful to use
such optimizing models to discuss optimal government policy, as they give a
natural definition of a social welfare function, but an interesting analysis of
distributional issues requires one to relax the assumption of a representative
houschold and a representative firm. For example, the government might
clioose fiscal and monetary policies to maximize the gross consumers surplus
which is the problem of optimal dynamic taxation and the optimal provision of
public goods. Such optimal policies are typically time inconsistent (Kydland
and Prescott, I977). For instance, a government might renege and impose a
`surprise' inflation tax (Calvo, 1978). Eaton (1985) has discussed the time in-
consistency of optimal exchange rate management in an overlapping genera-
tions economy, but obviously an interesting area for future research is to
analyze the time inconsistency of optimal government policy (and the ineffi-
ciency of time-consistent government policy) within the context of a model of
a small opcn economy with micro foundations.
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Summary

wAGE RIGIDITY AND CAPITAL MOBILITY IN AN OPTIMIZING MODEL OF A SMALL
OPEN ECONOMY

Ttiis paper formulates an op[imizing model of a small opcn economy with a representative (immor-
tal) tiousehold, a firm and a government. The asset menu consists of domestic currency, non-
[raded bonds and traded bonds. There is a risk premium on traded bonds, which leads to deviations
from perfec[ capital mobility and uncovered interest parity. Taxes are lump-sum, so that finance
by bonds and by taxation are equivalent. The model allows for current-account and wealth
dynamics. The model assumes either purchasing power parity or imperfect substitulion between
home and foreign goods and either labour market equilibrium, nominal wage rigidity or real wage
rigidity. The steady-state effects of a fiscal contraction, a monetary disinflation and an increase in
the world interest rate are discussed. The transient ef(ects of these policies are analysed with the aid
of a 'multiple shooting' algorithm.
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